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Release Notes
The following table provides information about what is new and what has changed since the last release:

Date (Version)
2020-04-07 (1.29.1)

Description
InTrack
Web

Web UI
New
Dock&Yard:
○○ Driver, Truck, Load and Loaner Phone information can now be updated
within Dock Calendar in addition the lists “Loads without Time Slot Allocation” and “Loads without Dock Allocation”, as long as the latest ULI
Event is not „Arrived at Dock“.

○○ Users are now able to correct information like Truck Size, Truck Plates,
Loading Types, Goods Types or Driver Names, which could be wrongly
input during „Truck Registration“.

○○ Links for ULI and Load are now displayed in lists „Loads without 		
Time Slot Allocation“ and „Loads without Dock Allocation“.

Track&Trace Monitor:
○○ New classification of filters to reduce complexity:
- Basic filters: Region, Status, Direction, Transport Mode, Pickup ID,
Delivery ID
- Advanced filters: Plan data source, Actual data source, Delivery Service,
Service Level, Carrier ID, ATD, ATA, ETD, ETA

○○ Improvements and updates for English, Spanish and Portuguese
languages.
○○ Users can now select the formatting of the displayed timestamps in their
profile (according to defined standards):
- 2019-14-12 04:00:00 PM (CEST) (American Standard)
- 2019-12-14 16:00:00 (CEST) (European Standard)

Fix
○○ In „Load overview“, the individual Handling Unit weight is displayed, instead of the summed up weight over all units blonging to the same transport
order (TO).
○○ Users can now be deleted even though open „Reset Password
Requests“ are present
○○ Fixed a bug responsible for making some created ULIs not appearing on
the TO Monitor.
○○ Fixed the bug causing created „Search Tags“ to be automatically deleted
when user „Refresh“ the data in „Monitoring ULI“ (Dock&Yard).
○○ Transport Order link for the material number was removed.
○○ When typing in customs coordinator phone number, the input should be
cleared upon reaching unknown length (instead of after eight
characters).
○○ Fixed the Newsletter subscription features.

XMS App
New
○○ Improved performance of the auto-complete feature, while searching for
handling units that are waiting for inbound sorting.
Gate App
New
○○ New enhancements in Gate ULI creation that ensures tour for a Gate
ULI to start right after it has been assigned to a device and saves
manual workload during Truck Registration.
- Added ULI Number of created Gate ULI
- Existing button „Register“ changed to „Register this Gate ULI“
- Added new option to „Create next Gate ULI“
- Added new option „Registration arriving Truck“ (that starts the existing
screen with same name)
- The created Gate ULI will automatically start on Driver app after being
sanned and linked to a load.
○○ The Dock Worker signature and the Seal ID are now displayed at the
Monitoring ULI details information.

○○ Filters „Truck Plate ID“ and „Truck ID“ merged into a combined search
filter for Monitoring ULI.
○○ New option to perform a single security check for multiple ULIs in the
same entering or departing Truck. In order to use this new feature, this
option must be first manually activated.

○○ New option „ULI Cleanup“ that, when enabled, creates a new ULI Event
„Cleaned“ for when the latest ULI Events is older than defined number
of days. For definition of parameter to activate this feature, see „Hub
Management - Yard Information“.

○○ Additionally the new filter „Cleaned“ was added in the ULI Monitoring.
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